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ORONO NOSES OUT TEAM B

The members of the B team of the Freshman Cross-Country outfit missed winning their duals by one point last Monday on the school hill and dale course. The winning time was 13 minutes and 54 seconds. There were many good races with every runner sprinting for the tape regardless of his position.

The Freshman placed as follows: Trowland, second; Smith, fourth; Wishart, fifth; Kelley, seventh; Banard, tenth.

The score was 27-28 in favor of the diminutive Orono High plodders.

TEAMS A and B RUN THIS AFTERNOON

Team A Meets E.M.I.
Team B Meets Hampton

Both of the freshman Cross Country teams will be busy today as Team A comes up against a strong outfit in the Eastern Maine Institution aggregation, and team B meets a well balanced Hampton Academy team. The two meets will be run off separately and Coach Jenkins is looking for some fast runners. This the second meet of the season and for each of the Fresh teams and despite the loss of previous meets, our Harriers have been practicing hard during the past week and are looking forward to victories today.

Some of the cross-country men sure have the right spirit or they wouldn't have gone out over the Fresh course on a day like last Saturday. One stretch particular was a veritable river of ice water about a foot deep. Patches of snow and ankle deep mud were also abundant.

Powerful Frosh Team Defeats Ricker

Splashing through a field of snow, mud, and water which made playing conditions nearly impossible, a hard playing freshman team marched to victory over a fighting prep-school eleven from Ricker Academy Saturday morning.

The slippery field eliminated all passing and trick plays and forced both teams to resort to straight football. The yearlings made most of their ground by powerful off-tackle slashes and line-bucks. The prep-school boys played a cautious game, resorting to punts to regain lost ground.

"Harpo" Swenson played a brilliant game, smashing through for two touchdowns behind good interference.

The final score was 20-0 in favor of the mud-soaked, but happy Freshman Warriors.

The Summary:
Ricker Classical (0) Frosh (20)
Barbour..........Laurin
Goodrich, lt...........Gleason
Howard, lg..............Fish
Rooke, c..............Loes
Forgie, rg..........Goding
Hall, rt..............rt,Graham
Cheney, re.............Shute
Frome, qB.............Hussey
Ryder, fb.............Riedman
Hall, Ihb.............rhh,Paterson
Dobbins, rhh............rhh,Elliott

Substitutions: O'Connell, Harron, Goodwin, Duber.

Mathewson for Ricker: For Maine Tobey, Lord, Adams, Harding, Rubin and Shannon.

Officials; Hitchner, referee
Kent, umpire; Hincks, headline-man. Time, four tens.

Contribute to new column begins next week.
THE FRESHMAN

The FRESHMAN is published on Mondays during the college year by members of the class of 1938 of the University of Maine.

STAFF

Editor-in-chief        Don Kelley
Associate Editor       Jean Mitchell
Men's News             Webster Hodges
Women's News           Georgia Taylor
Women's Sports         Bernice Hamilton
Business Manager       Ross Newcomb
Typists                Marguerite Davis &
                      Adolphine Vanoulin
Advisor                Cecil G. Fielder

Reporters: Thomas Lynch, Kay Cox, Alice Collins, Charles Cain, Betty Drummond, and Wallace Smart.

EDITORIAL

(The "Freshman" is in receipt of the following editorial, Monday, October 15:

We can only add that violation of rules does show a brand of sportsmanship quite contrary to what the class of '39 wishes to cultivate. We hope, however, that the editorial needlessly emphasizes the state of affairs, since we feel sure that the class of '38, as the whole, is quite lawabiding and courteous.)

Comments on the entire lack of cooperation on the part of the freshman girls in regard to wearing hats and paying the upperclassmen the courtesy due them have been loudly voiced by the masculine half of '38 as well as by upperclassmen.

If the girls would only realize that by not wearing their hats they are showing their sportsmanship to such a degree that they are rapidly going down in the estimation of all three upperclasses, and, if they would also consider the fact that they are losing any chance they may have had for an early removal of freshman rules through discourtesy to the upperclassmen, their attitude might be changed greatly.

In the estimation of most college students any girl who attempts to attract attention on campus by not wearing her hat is not the type of person with whom the upperclass girls want to make friends. After all, if the girls have as little class spirit as those of 1938 have displayed so far, why bother to come to college?

CALANDAR

Monday, October 15
Team A vs Eastern Maine Institute; Team B vs Hampden Academy, Cross-Country

Tuesday, October 16
A class in etiquette with Miss Crosby on invitations and introductions. At Colvin for all freshmen girls, 5-30. Choral rehearsal

Wednesday, October 17
Same as Tuesday with Mrs. Stewart on dress

Thursday, October 18
Same as Tuesday with Mrs. Stewart on teas and dinner service, Social class in dancing at Alumni Hall from 6:20-7:30 Choral rehearsal

Friday, October 19
Dance at Alumni gym

Saturday, October 20
Fresh football vs Kent's Hill, Cross-country, Team A vs Caribou and Houlton, B team vs Newport, Varsity team in football vs New Hampshire at Durham
Reception Given By President

Last Thursday night President Hauck held the annual informal reception for the members of the freshman class, at his home.

"Proxy" showed what a good sport he is by wearing one of the hideous green bow-ties. The high spot of the evening occurred when Peter, a cocker spaniel, escaped from the kitchen and darted around among the guests until he came to the room where Pres. and Mrs. Hauck were sitting. After being baited by a few choice pieces of dog biscuit, Peter, showed us his stuff. Refreshments were enjoyed by all, and doubly by some.

THREE FRESHMEN LEFT IN TOURNAMENT

The fall tennis tournament was slowed up during the past weekend because of the extreme cold and wet weather. Only half of the second round was played. The eight definite contestants for the third round are as follows: Webb, Hamilton, Brookes, Frost, Fellows, Healy, Cronkite, and Boardman. Only three of these are freshmen, yet probably none will enter into the third round when the postponed matches are played. The seeded players are beginning to monopolize the tournament, however, our freshmen may produce in the remainder of play. We base our hopes on three that have gained third round bids, namely, Brookes, Frost, and Healy.

Among the co-eds returning home for the week-end were Betty Clough, Leviston; Ethel Currier, Caribou; Eleanor Bold, Lisbon; Joanne Stuart, Brewer; and Harjorie Thompson, Biddeford.

Bernice Hamilton had as her guest over the week-end her sister, Miss Ruth Hamilton of Uxbridge, Massachusetts.

Freshman Scholarship Cup

Beginning with the class entering the University in 1930, the University has awarded a cup each spring to that Maine secondary school having three or more of its graduates in full standing in the freshman class whose freshman representatives as a group attained the highest scholastic standing for the fall semester preceding.

In the spring of 1931 the cup was awarded to Fort Kent High School in 1932 to Deering, in 1933 to Boothbay Harbor, and in 1934 to South Portland.

The schools eligible for the competition this year are as follows:

- Auburn
- Augusta
- Bangor High
- Bar Harbor
- Bath
- Belfast
- Brewer
- Camden
- Caribou
- Charleston
- Higgins Class
- Eliot
- Ellsworth
- Fort Fairfield
- Hebron Academy
- Houlton
- Ricker Class
- Kittery
- Traip Academy
- Millinocket
- No. Bridgton
- Bridgton Acad.
- Oldtown
- Orono
- Portland High
- Deering High
- South Portland
- Rockland
- Rumford
- Washburn

Any Freshman in the delegation from one of these schools may learn the names of his fellow students who should be in the competition by calling at Dean Hart's office.

(sign) J.N. Hart, Dean.

Poet's Corner

Anybody who wishes may hand in a poem and if suitable it will publish in this column. We will try to have this column every week if enough poems are handed in. Let's Have them. Give them to any-Staff member.
New Column To Be Inaugurated

Starting next week the Freshman will introduce a new paper. It will be a column for you freshmen. Anybody desiring any questions answered or personal problems solved just send them in and we will do our best to mass-accumulate them.

This column will also publish any correspondence that we deem worthy of printing. So send it in and make this column a mainstay every week. In order to do this you must contribute. Come on! NO TERN physics, algebra, trig. etc. problems answered. Thank you.

Babbler's Helper

Proctors have been taking it on the chin lately. If the reader does not believe this statement he should ask John Seal y. Teresa Greene has married a fellow by the name of Brown. What will Boyer do now?....Many boys in Hamlin Hall would like to know who BooBoo is, so would John Sealy. Why does Ellen Hodgkins spend her leisure moments gazing wistfully out of her window at the Delta Tau house? We wonder what the attraction at home for Earnestine Andrews is. Why do Barbara Brown and Marguerite Benjamin stop at the Sigma Chi house every Sunday night? Surely, it's not church. Oscar Zilch sure is in a bad way about the much discussed Teresa Greene. What a personality she much have. Betty Clough doesn't sleep well at night. Possibly it's the "Stew" she has. Helen Diehl doesn't like Maine. Sophistica-tion? We wonder why Helen Minett anxiously awaits eight o'clock on Thursday nights. We're in a sort of muddle about Estelle Prescott's and Marjorie Thompson's Freddies, Frankies, Eddies, and Joeys."

June Clement finds the secluded spot at the President's house. Who was the young man who kept BeaLou Hodgkins in a huddle so long at the reception? We hear that Betty Fournier has been getting them on the rebound. We wonder who gave Marguerite Picard the carnation she was cherishing so fondly. It would be impossible to print what we think about a fellow who would take his roommate's bed apart.

One might ask Dick Boyer how he liked his night's rest of October twelfth. We wonder if Howard and Ted are any relation to Mac West and Ann Harding. A certain freshman remarked the other day that the Owls had begun to spin a web in his hair. Hildegard Fortin better proceed more carefully or she'll be held responsible for a paddling. Does Ruth Robinson live in Balfiante or in Bangor? Why does Eleanor Reid need a "Junior" guardian? Who has been trying to give Joan Stuart competition? Lucille Rankin won't cut her hair because Jonny doesn't want her to—among other reasons. The postman will need a special cart to deliver Jean Mitchell's letters from Boston if the output keeps increasing.

It has been floating around that a freshman took his watch apart to see what made it go. The parts were thrown in the waste-paper basket. That is understood to be the trick of a first-grader—not a college freshman. Who is the boy in Hamlin Hall who doesn't know a Skull's cap when he sees one and who can't see black spots when they're right before his eyes? Tom Lees is always anxious to receive one of those weekly papers, "Ye Manchester Cricket." We wonder why.

A meeting of the freshmen was held at the Maples on Wednesday, October tenth. A sing started things popping. After this Agnes Crowley took charge of the meeting, introducing speakers from the various organizations on
THE TOWER OF BABBLE

We noticed that the Prexy's tie of a Thursday night looked mighty familiar. That particular color and style seems to be the rage about the campus....A certain Phi Eta seems to think that actions speak louder than words." Hub, Blanche?....Is Alice Collins so hot that she can go out into the icy blasts minus an overcoat?....It is understood that the boys in Oak Hall are very proficient at making "French beds." We wonder if they learned this from French girls?....

...Ask our editor who the best number one man of the freshman class is.....We wonder who the wandering Mahatma is who disturbs the Maples during the study hour.....Quite a change was noticed in middle section while a certain youth was away in the big woods. More food was had by all.....And a poem: Tinkle, tinkle, little (track) star; How V. wonders where you are.....A certain young Miss more or less attracted the eye of a certain young lad. Ask E.C.....We wonder if the girl who called Evelyn Adriance "such a nice girl" at the reception the other night saw her when she and Solveig returned later.....Just what are these late conferences in 408 H.H.? Everybody present at them seems to be very interested.....It has been reported that our newspaper has competition in the south section of Hannibal Hamlin.....The report is that the girls in Balentine woke up Friday morning and found "Jack Frost" on their window sill.....Do they always come back, Bunny?....Is Marion Hatch lonesome or what is the reason for the eternal dog under the arm?.....Well, as Getch says, we do not know what we're gonna get to eat on Monday night but if we hang around "till Tuesday we're sure of some ice cream.....

Hamlin Gilbert had a woman come 385 miles to see him this weekend. What is this power?....Mary Leighton has named her elephant after the boy who sits next to her in French class. Does she do this for everyone who happens to come that close?.....Why does it always rain when Betti Bruce has a date?....

...It seems that Georgia Taylor can't let the boys get ahead of her--when it comes to green bow ties.....We understand that there is a barber in Hamlin Hall. You don't believe it? Neither do his roommates.....King (President) Fish is so proud of his first name that he always carries a pocket full of pennies around with him.....How does Mary Frost rate when the Owls give out permits to her would-be escorts?.....How did Betty Drummond manage to arrive at the physiological moment?.....Have you noticed the college's new bass-drummer with pretty blue eyes and curly hair?.....We understand that Joe Profita is sore because she hasn't broken into print. Well, here you are, Joe.....Richard Bouchard received eight letters in one mail from his feminine admirers. One he hadn't seen for four years so she sent him a picture so he'd know who she was.....Ted Harding wants to know who the brainiest boy in the freshman class is and why is he?.....

The answer is under the bed.

The Babbler